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ANALYSIS OF OWNER DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS FOR SNUBBERS* 

REPORT 2 1 

J. H. Butler 

ABSTRACT 

This report, the second in a series on snubber perfor
mance, discusses and evaluates the adequacy of buyer specifi
cations for snubbers. Technical specifications for snubbers 
(hydraulic and mechanical) were studied in detail in an ef
fort to define the "fundamental needs" of the industry with 
respect to characteristics of snubbers during operation. In 
the course of this study, it was determined that there is in
sufficient consensus among users to make such a definition. 
Authorities in the fields of structural dynamics, structural 
systems design, and snubber design were also consulted for 
additional information. Information from these sources is 
incorporated to identify the fundamental areas of concern, 
areas where consensus is lacking, and problems to be resolved 
in order to establish meaningful standards for this equipment. 

Key words: Snubbers, shock absorbers, shock arresters, 
seismic shock, lockup velocity, bleed velocity, dead band, 
spring constant. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This report, the second in a series of reports on snubber perfor
mance, deals with the adequacy of owner design specifications for snub
bers. Snubbers are devices that assume the shock of dynamic leading for 
pipes or piping components in a nuclear-reactor system and still allow 
the slower movements caused by heating and cooling. They are designed 
to be attached to a pipe or component that is considered vulnerable to 
earthquake damage and to allow it to move freelv within a specified rate 
limit. If this limit is exceeded, the snubber locks and temporarily 

* 
The author wishes to recognize the following individuals who con

tributed to this report: E. R. Dobyns, formerly of ITT Grinnell, J. Boyd 
of ITT Grinnell, and J. E. Clouser of Pacific Scientific Co. 
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provides rigid support for the component ur.ril the force acting on it 
ceases (see Report 1 of this series for a more detailed description of 
snubber design).1 Initially, since all snubbers operated on hydraulic 
principles, it was natural that the machine tool industry, which was 
already equipped to manufacture hydraulic cylinders, would also produce 
these new devices. Unfortunately, this industry was accustomed to a 
different application for their product and cou^d not anticipate many 
of the more esoteric questions which would arise as a result of struc
tural design considerations. For this reason and as a result of the 
relatively little attention given to snubbers in the overall power plant 
design, many of the problems have remained partly or entirely unresolved. 
Although snubbers seem to fulfill the above stated purpose, details of 
system restraint during application are either ill-defined or pose prob
lems which have not been solved. The purpose of this segment of the 
study is to investigate recent research in order to define current user 
requirements and to suggest additional ones. 

Report 1 of this series1 documented the results of an investigation 
of snubber malfunctions in nuclear reactors. This report reveals in
consistencies on the part of buyers when stipulating snubber specifica
tions. This information will be combined with report 1 and eventually 
with report 3 (see Table 1) to form the basis for recommendations for 
regulatory guidelines and proposals for necessary research. Section 2 
of this report describes the methods and limitations of seismic analyses 
used by snubber purchasers. Section 3, which contains a breakdown of 
qualifications of the owner design specifications, determines the con
sistency, if any, of buyers in their criteria for snubber performance. 
Section 4 contains a summary which includes comments by seismic experts 
and snubber manufacturers regarding snubber performance. 

The best sources of information for snubber requirements are the 
purchase specifications written and distributed by uaers and/or their 
consultants. These include utilities, architects-engineers, nuclear 
seismic shock suppressor (NSSS) manufacturers, and the ASNL Task Group 
on Snubbers. Copies of these specifications were solicited (see Appen
dix A) to determine areas of commonality in basic requirements which 



Table J. Snubber evaluation 

Report Task 
schedule 

Draft 
completion 

date 
Publishing 

date 

A thorough review and categorization FY 76 
of failure histories using abnormal 
occurrence (AO) reports supplied by 
NRC and test reports supplied by 
the manufacturers (completed in FY 
1976) 
A review and report on the adequacy 3/77 
of methods used by utilities a id 
reactor vendors for determining snub
ber specifications 
Evaluation of the snubber man.:f;>c- 8/77 
turers* design practices with empha
sis on the following areas: 
(a) analytical analyses performed 
(b) experimental analyses performed, 

including environmental-
compatibility testing 

(c) quality assurance procedures 
(d) construction and assembly procedures 
A comprehensive review and analysis of 5/78 
available test data supplied by snub
ber manufacturers for meeting design 
requirements 
A report indicating required experi- 8/77 
mentation to resolve deficiencies in 
qualification test data and modeling 
for dynamic analysis and performance 
specifications 
Synthesis of tasks 1 to 5 to formulate 5/78 
a basis for a regulatory guide on 
snubbers 

11/76 

8/77 

5/78 

3/78 

Not to be 
published 

8/78 
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would lead to a definition of general technical requirements which would 
in turn provide input for establishment of a regulatory guide. 

Since the major snubber problems of 1973, reported in Ref. 1, signi
ficant work has been done relating to snubber applications by individuals 
and agencies within the nuclear povar community. In addition, the tech
nology of structural dynamics has progressed and can be applied to form a 
clearer definition of requirements for snubber operation. These sources 
were also consulted «nd studied. As a result of this study, it is ap
parent that there exists little consensus of performance requirements 
for snubbers among the users. There is also ambiguity in terminology 
such as "spring rate," "deflection," "shock absorption," etc. While 
general agreement exists regarding the need for snubbers in the struc
tural support systems of piping and equipment, the specification re
quirements are either hazy or not at all defined. 

2. GENERAL SEISMIC ANALYSIS METHODS2-'1 

This report deals with the adequacy of the owner design specifica
tions for snubbers. The reader should be aware of the limitations and 
problems involved with current methods of seismic analysis of reactor 
systems since seismic considerations form the basis for many snubber 
specifications. Uncertainty can cause problems in determining appropri
ate snubber locations, spring constants and tolerances, lockup velocities, 
and load capacities. These parameters will be discussed in more detail 
in Sections 3 and 4. 

Two approaches to dynamic analysis are available. In one approach, 
response spectra are used to describe the input to the structure; in 
the other, an actual time history of seismic motion is used for the in
put. However, difficulties are encountered in both approaches as re
lated to accurately predicting seismic effects on reactor systems. In 
the response spectra approach, the frequencies and participation factors 
are computed for each mode of the structure. Employing an appropriate 
value of damping, the response spectra are used to find the contribu
tions of each mode. However, there is a difficulty in superimposing the 
various modes since response s,ectra give the maximum response but do 



not give the time the maximum occurs. It is thus impossible to know 
whether the modes have their maxima at the same time, so that the modal 
contributions can simply be added or whether the peak responses occur 
at different times, so that ".he peak response of the entire system is 
less than the sum of the contributions of the individual modes. Although 
there are rules suggesting how to weigh the individual maxima so as f> 
get an approximate but conservative result, there remains an inherent 
uncertainty in the modal approach. The alternative is to run the actual 
time history of seismic disturbances through the structure and carry 
out a detailed computation that gives the time history of the response 
of each portion. If the structure could be modeled accurately, such an 
analysis would precisely determine the response of the structure to this 
particular ground motion. The limitation of this approach is the diffi
culty in modeling the structure. Since earthquakes have a large fre
quency spectrum, the natural frequency of the structure must be established 
precisely to yield accurate system responses. Also, if only a single 
ground motion is input, there is a danger of badly underestimating the 
response to a future earthquake. Although both methods of analysis give 
a general idea of seismic response, the complexity of seismic input and 
restraint and structure modeling has resulted in a high degree of uncer
tainty in determining system response parameters during seismic condi
tions. Snubber specifications reflect this uncertainty. 

The restraint systems in both methods can be modeled as rigid mem
bers, springs, or forcing functions. Host snubbers are modeled as pure 
springs with spring constants derived from analytical considerations and 
supplied by the snubber manufacturers. Since snubbers exhibit nonlinear 
load-deflection characteristics, modeling them as rigid members or pure 
elastic springs may produce misleading system response results. However, 
because of the complexity of modeling the snubber as a nonlinear forcing 
function derived from experimental data (data that are presently unavail
able), this approach is net used. The elastic contributions of the walls 
and other connecting devices are normally determined by the utilities 
and architect-engineers. The implications of treating the snubber as a 
pure elastic spring in both methods of seismic analysis have not been 
investigated; there is a great deal of confusion regarding the correct 
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aethod of spring constant determination, tolerance, and even whether or 
not a spring constant approximation does provide a conservative estimate 
of system response. 

3. QUALIFICATION SUftttRY OF OWNER DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS 

Snubber specifications are usually written by an architect-engineer 
fint or reactor vendor in cooperation with a contracting utility. Exam
ination of seven different owner design specifications shows an over-
generalization of what should be precise and complete specifications for 
many important snubber performance parameters. Since the only applicable 
code dealing with snubber performance (ASHE Section III, Subsection NF) 
is presently limited in scope, the specifications have little commonal
ity and available data to improve them is approximate at best. It is 
thus virtually impossible for buyers to make the analytical correlations 
required to form the b*sis for definitive owner design specifications. 

Tables 2 and 3 compare the content and adequacy of three owner de
sign specifications. These three documents were chosen since they cov
ered Kcre important areas in more detail than the others surveyed. The 
three documents were evaluated by examining the content of the individual 
specifications as related to coverage of items designated as essential 
to snubber performance (see items to be considered. Table 2). These 
items were derived from report 1, the owner's design specifications, 
comments from manufacturers and architect-engineer firms, and the ASNE 
Task Group on Snubbers. These items should not be considered as all-
inclusive for insuring satisfactory snubber performance, but they are a 
basis of mandatory consideration. Each document was judged for its ade
quacy in coverage of the related specification as follows: (1) CA — 
considered adequately, (2) CI — considered, but not in sufficient detail, 
and (3) NC - not considered. The judgment criteria were (1) the extent of 
coverage (i.e., consideration of all contributing parameters to an indivi
dual specification) was considered; (2) the conciseness of coverage 
(statements such as "must function properly" and "must not be injuri
ously affected" were considered inadequate); (3) the adequacy of the 
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D. Materials (nerhanical sMMSbers> 
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a . HnB.dlty 
k. Corrosion 
r. Hrar and stalling 
4. Teaaeratwrr 
e . Radiation 
( . Oust I n f i l t r a t i o n 

E. Design (strt tr tural) 

F. Design (general requirement*) 
1 . Attaining • « • > an4 <^lr*anr*s 
2. \jna4 rat in* 
). Fluid level indicator 
*. Leakage ra(< tolerance 

C. Design (performance farters) 
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erance 
2. Roraal operating load* 

a. Svsten vlfcrat inn load* 
b. Fr l r t iona l resistance ln*d* 

1. Release rate (bleed r^lr) 
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i . Spring rate 
ft. Dead band 
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CI sc X 4 
CI SC X 4 
CI SC X * 
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X X .:: 1 
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». c: SC 4 

CA SC C i 1 
CA X C! ) 
CA *: CI » 
CI X C I i 
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c\ CI CI ^ 
CA r i CI • * 

CA CI C I 2 
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sc sc SC J 
CI sr SC 4 
LA CA I K 4 
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CI CI 

CA CA Z 
SC sc 1 

•c ST. 1 
CA CA -» 
CA CA 7 

X X 1 

CA CA r A 1 ASHE S e r t . I l l 
niv. i w-moo 

r.i r i i I 1 AST. S e n . I l l 
CA l A ( .A 1 !>iv. 1 SF-KMVO 
CA (A ( A 1 
sr X < •A 1 

r i 

St sr sr 
<A CA CA 
ri M r i 
CI CI CA 
CI X sr 
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Table 2 (continues) 

of co 
sieeratton 

item to be 
consumed b c . n i Ha. C a t - K 1 

Applicable 

7. Overall sefl< ttlon 
S. TraamrM looming 
9. Not petit ion sett ing 

10. CoU position sett ing 
Beslgm tealylimmmatal conditions) 
1. Temperature 
2. Relative humidity 
1. Radiation 
*- Pressure 
J. Boat emposure 
*. Salt, Band, etc. 
7. ace Meat operating environment 
Resign life 
fabrication 

K. installation 
1. Location ana* toleraar* 
2. Axial alignment 
3- Installation annua1 
*. Orientation 

L. Examination 

CA CA CA 1 
•C RC a 1 
CA CA CA 1 
CA CA CA 1 

CI CI CI 2 
CI CI CI 2 
CI CI CI 2 
CA CA CA 1 
ac K NX 1 
NC 3C K 1 
CA •C CA 5 

CI CI ci 2 

CA CA CA i ASM Sect 
NT-MOO 

SC •c •It J 
CA CA CA 1 
CI CI CI 2 
NC NC CA 1 

CI Ci CI 2 ASM Sect 
NT-MOO 

H. Maintenance 
1. Instruction an 

requirements 
•1 ana personnel trainir-g 

Testing 
1. Prototype (dynamic response analysis induc

ing performance paraaecer correlations) 
2. qualification testing 

a. Frictlonal resistance 
b. Velocity or acceleration lockup rate 
c. Release rate 
d. Dynamic characteristics 
e. Abnormal environmental test 
f. Static test 
g- Fatigue 
b. Wear 
i. Seal test 

1. Performance testing 
a. Fall stroke and freedom of movement 
h. Velocity or acceleration lockup rate 
r. kel-ase rate test 
d. Mnld pressure integrity 

CI 

NC 

CA 
CI 
CI 
CI 
c; 
CI 
HC 
AT 
CI 
NC 
CI 
CI 
NC 

CI 

CA 
CI 
CI 
CI 
MC 
CI 
CA 
m 
NC 
CA 
CI 
CI 
NC 

CI 

CI 

CA 
CI 
CI 
CI 
CI 
CI 
NC 
NC 
NC 

CA 
CI 
CI 
CI 

Numerical summary of categories 

Number of 
_en_t£ies_ 

13 
26 
19 
17 
2 

III 

111 

http://bc.ni
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Table J- Comparison of the k i : important snurber perf-trmancr character is t ic* with 
speci f ied values Jeriveu rr«»m the . imrr design specIf icat ion documents 

Characteristics 

Hydraulic sawbbcrs 

las t movement .dead 'and) 
1? 0.0*0 tn . 
2. X 
). Jt 

Lsciuip ve loc icy 

1. »-»0 in./min 
2. 20 in. /min or a s speci f ied 
) . * 
LaaW def l ec t ion charac ter i s t i c s 

( s p r i n | constant) 

1. 10 K smmbber . . . 2)0 k i p s / i n . 
20 t soubber . . . 400 k i p s / i n . 
30 K u t M t r . . . 400 k i p s / i n . 
SO K snubber . . . WW k i p s / i n . 
70 K snubber . . . 100 k i p s / i n . 
100 K snubber . . . *U0 k i p s / i n . 

2. End-to-end displacement '0 .1S 
in. ma* imam ( a i l freouencies) 

) . End-co-end displacement 0.25 
in . aaximom 

Bleed velm i t v 

1. 
2. 
1. 

O-ft.O in./min 
S.O tn./siin 
0.2* in./Kin 

The l.'»t n n r a m t valae i s c r i t i c a l in sprint constant d e -
terminacir.il AS well as in characterizaciom of snubber 
performance where system v ibrat ion i s encountered. 

The lockup veto -v should be s p e c i f i e d for each 
Co include Che ertrcc of temperature; a l s o . Che valve of 
the lockup ve loc i ty should be a minimum while s t i l l a l 
lowing the snubfeer to accommodate normal svsCem movemenc. 

The spring constant Is important in the seismic analys is of 
Che reacCor support system. The wide variety of methods 
used to obtain a spring constant give r i s e to a large var i 
ance in values for the save support (see "Conclusion*"'-" 
Documents 1 and 1 g ive a maximum displacement value in
stead ..f a spring constant. Displacement speci . icat ions 
make analyt ical analys i s of the reactor system during 
seismic condit ions d i f f i r u l c . 9k> tolerance i* given tor 
Che above spring constant l i s t e d in document 1 and the 
e f fec t of the "dead band" and subsequent snubber imoacc 
• •>*4isg S: ree lec ted . The spring ' « « « H Js *r » ' « of 
great confusion due to lack of d e f i n i t i v e data. 

The required bleed ve loc i ty can be determined reasonably 
wel l with tradit ional thermal analys i s «f the reactor 
system. It i s important that a ti'leranre on the hi- -d 
v e l o r i t y he spec i f ied and c l o s e l y monitored. Also, it 
i s unclear fF-m the standpoint of the hover* vSat e l i c i t 
the bleed rate I., s on ihe lockup veTocitv ann pist»»n tra
vel during a seism:- event. In a l l cases the bleed race 
should he spec i f ied . t 'he apprnpriare temperature. 

Mechanical snubbers 

A. Lost movement (dead band) 
1. 0.040 in. 
2. X 
1. Mechanical snuhbers not 

sidered 
1. Spring constant 

I . 10 K smihber 
20 K snuhbrr 
V) K smibber 
}0 K snubbrr 
70 K smihher 
100 K snuhher 
Total rnd-t 

•».0»> in. 

250 k l p s / l n . 
400 k i p s / i n . 
400 k i p s / i n . 
Vm k i p s / i n . 
•00 k i p s / i n . 
ftQO k i p s / i n . 

pnd def lect ion 

Lockup accelerat ion 
1. rt.Od; max 
2. 0.02.; max 

Sustained load velocity 
1. 0.2 In. minimum for each 

second nf trading 
2. 0.2 in. minimum for earn 

second of loading 

"»• uaent number. 
y me.vns not s p e l l Irrt. 

Thr lockup accrler-it i/m vain 
allowing the snwnhcr to -»(-c 
ment. 

should hr a minimum whtlr 
mmnda'r normal tvstem move-

Thr rationale behind the sustained loai ve loc i ty i s un
c l ear . Mechanical snohncrs are acce lerat ion-sens i t ive 
devices and the sustained load v r l m i r v wil l consta<nflv 
he (hanging. 

f ineroii* interviews with experts invnlvrrf with seismic analys is "f rracior component* have 
indicated 'hat the accuracy and tolerance requirements of the snrtng constant as supplied hv the 
manufac urcr have not been establ i shed. Thty be l ieve that <mh a task wouM involve unreasonable 
fliUlfeiilat P irnln *mwm*i -« .* nt * computet lime and cost 

http://terminacir.il
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technical basis for a specification was considered when possible; and 
(4) where applicable and possible, tolerance Magnitudes were evaluated. 

After evaluation of a particular item in the specification using 
the above criteria, the judgments were categorized as shown below. Each 
category represents an interpretive summation of the treatment given to 
each specification by the three documents as a whole. 

(a) CA CA CI 
(b) CA CI CI 
(c) CI CI CI 

(a) CA NC HC 
(b) CA CI NC 
(c) HC HC NC 
(a) CI CI NC 
(b) CI HC NC 

Category Ho. Document Mo. Category definition 
1 2 3 

1 (a) CA CA CA Good consensus by the owners for 
the need of this consideration as 
well as the availability of a sound 
technical basis for specification 
Good consensus by the owners for 
the need ul this consideration, 
but a uniform1 technical basis for 
writing a specification has "not 
been established 
Misunderstanding by the owners as to 
the importance and/or purpose of this 
consideration 

Misunderstanding by the owners as to 
the importance and/or purpose of this 
consideration and a uniform technical 
basis for writing a specification 
has not been established 

5 (a) CA CA NC Oversight in one specification 

For example, as shown in Table 2, documents 1 to 3 all considered 
the "Materials (structure)" item adequately; therefore, the category 
number is 1 as defined above. Document 1 considered "Effect of humidity 
on seal performance" adequately, and documents 2 and 3 considered it but 
not in sufficient detail. Therefore, the category number is 2. 

A numerical summary of the categories is included at the end of 
TaMe 2. Table 3 consists of items from the owner design specifications 
which were covered in Table 2 and considered (by the author) most cru
cial to snubber performance. These performance characteristics are 
listed with comnentary to further illustrate the apparent confusion 
that exists regarding even the most basic snubber requirements. The 
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comments emphasize deficiencies and are not intended as recommendations, 
although they will be considered in detail when specific recommendations 
are Bade. 

CONCLUSIONS 

From a detailed examination of a representative sampling of snubber 
specifications presently in use in the nuclear power industry, it is 
evident that several technical questions remain unresolved. As a result, 
no standardised technical basis for writing a specification or regulatory 
guide exists. 

At the present tine, the user (or the user's consultant) relies on 
information and guidance furnished by the suppliers, since there are 
few other sources. In general, industry experience is minimal and ill-
organized because, from a technological viewpoint, the use of snubbers 
began in the nuclear field recently (within the past 1G to 12 years) 
and specifications are not yet fully understood. Qualified analytical 
and experimental data, available only in relatively esoteric areas, are 
not recognized as standards in practical application. Compounding this 
problem is the fact that a significant portion of the snubber technical 
requirements stem from support system structural dynamic analysis, which 
depends upon individual design philosophy. There is also a considerable 
lack of consensus as to how the snubber should be treated in the struc
tural dynamic analysis and to what degree the efficiency of this analy
sis is affected by improper snubber treatment. 

On the basis of the specifications examined and the facts presented 
in this report, a number of technical difficulties remain unresolved. 

The major areas of concern established by this report are outlined 
below. 
A. Snubber modeling in structural dynamic analysis 

1. Basic analytical limitations: Both methods of seismic analysis 
described in this report contain a degree of uncertainty. 

2. Accuracy of snubber model; The degree to which quantitative 
accuracy in modeling the snubber within the structural dynamics 
program has not been determined. Authoritative data indicating 
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what effect, if any, quantitative inaccuracy in snubber Modeling 
will have on the structural dynamic analysis results has not 
been found. 

3. Adequacy of snubber modeling: Qualified determinations have not 
been made regarding the adequacy of current methods (e.g., con
tinuous linear function vs uiscontinuous function containing 
nonlinear elements) of modeling the snubber in the structural 
dynamics analysis. 

4. Snubber load-deflection characteristics; There is no authori
tative consensus regarding how to establish and express the 
snubber load-deflection characteristics. 

B. Performance criteria 
1. Performance specification bases: There are, at best, doubtful 

bases for the specification of the following performance char
acteristics: 
a. Lockup velocity 
b. Bleed velocity 
c. Lockup acceleration 
d. Release rate (analogous to "bleed velocity" for mechanical 

snubbers) 
e. Frictional resistance 
f. Dead band (displacement before lockup) 

2. Loading criteria: Specifications generally contain static load
ing criteria. All applied loads are dynamic in nature. The 
conversion from dynamic to static loading is considerably in
fluenced by the snubber load-deflection characteristics. 

3. Criteria consistency: There are apparent inconsistencies in 
specified performance criteria for mechanical and hydraulic 
snubbers. For example, hydraulic snubbers are limited by velo
city without regard to acceleration levels, and mechanical snub
bers are limited by acceleration without regard to velocity 
levels. 

4. Snubber operation at temperature: Specifications do not require 
performance characteristics at quoted operating temperatures. 
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5. Iterative ntc-tion: Specifications generally do not take notice 
of the iterative motion phenomenon experienced by hydraulic snub-
bers under cyc-ic loading conditions. 

6. Design life: Tiost specifications require a "40-year design 
life." This term needs further definition. It is unlikely that 
such a requirement can be enforced without resorting to indivi
dual interpretation. It vill certainly be difficult to persuade 
a supplier to warrant his hardware for that period of time. The 
responsibility of the user, his consultant, and the supplier 
must be more cleatly defined. 

C. Inspection and maintenance requirements 
1. ASME regulations: Snuhbers are generally considered to be under 

the jurisdiction of Subsection NF, Section III, of the ASME 
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. Treatment of snubbers in the 
existing official code is inadequate. To date, although work 
is proceeding by the Snubber Task Croup responsible to the NF 
Working Croup, no significant guidance has been developed by 
ASME to solve most of the problems noted herein. No firm in
dication of what guidance is forthcoming or in what form it 
will appear has been given by ASME. 

2. NRC regulations: Although limited regulations regarding in-
service inspection and maintenance of snubbers have been issued 
by NRC in the form of bulletins, comprehensive regulatory con
trol remains to be established. 

E. Data requirements 
1. Available data: Very little experimental and/or qualified ana

lytical information having a generic application is available. 
2. Specification analytical requirements: In the specifications 

reviewed, analytical requirements were ill-defined jnd not suf
ficiently specific. 

3. Analytical/actual data correlation: Little correlation exists 
between analytical (static) deflection vjlues and actual dynamic 
deflection characteristics. 
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4. Static/dynamic deflection characteristics: The relationship 
between load-deflection characteristics for static loading and 
those for dynamic loading are not known. 

5. Fatigue data: Specifications generally do not contain fatigue 
requireaents where snubbers are subjected to long-tem cyclic 
loading. 

6. Fluid Modulus data: The effect of strain rate on fluid Modulus 
is not known. This relates to the problem of converting from 
static to dynamic loading deflection characteristics. 

7. Materials performance data: Only scattered data exist indicat
ing the reliability of materials (e.g., seal and fluid materials) 
with respect to performance of a desired function after extended 
exposure to various adverse environmental conditions. Perfor
mance at operating temperatures, for example, is often not spec
ified or defined. Data regarding snubber performance after ex
tended exposure to neutron fluence are neither required by the 
users nor offered by suppliers at this time. 

Another important aspect of snubber specification is the determina
tion of the value of the snubber spring constant. There is a great deal 
of discrepancy between snubber manufacturers concerning the appropriate 
method of determining this constant. Using a typical snubber load vs 
displacement curve (Appendix B), it is possible to calculate the spring 
constant from experimental data using five different methods. The 
results are tabulated below. 

K (kips/in.) 
Double average method 260 
Single average method 421 
L. K. Liu method0 159 
Energy dissipation method 215 
Averaged time period method" 250 

«L«tter, I. T. Yin to E. 0. Swain. 

Many manufacturers use still another method of spring constant de
termination which consists of simply calculating the constant from the 
elastic strength of the structural components and the bulk modulus of 
the hydraulic fluid. This method does not include the effect of the 
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"dead band" or hysteresis action of the load displacement curve. As 
indicated by the large discrepancy in the spring constant values deter
mined by the preceding methods, as veil as the apparent confusion in the 
owner design specifications regarding this parameter, it is obvious that 
a clarification of the appropriate method of spring constant determina
tion is essential. 

It is evident from Tables 1 and 2 that a great deal of confusion 
exists regarding appropriate specifications for most of the important 
snubber performance variables. This confusion has been promulgated by 
many factors, but probably the greatest contributor has been the lack 
of good analytical correlations to actual snubber performance data. 
Since little data have been accumulated on snubber performance in reac
tor service conditions by the manufacturers, it is virtually impossible 
at this point to make the required correlations. The next report 
(report 3) in the assessment of snubber performance and requirements 
will deal with the adequacy of the manufacturer design practices. 
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OAK RIDGE NATIONAL ' < BORATORY 
OPCMATCO mv 

UNION CARBIDE CORPORATION 
Rl'ClEM OIVISIOK 

POST OFFICE BOX Y 
OAK MOCC. TENNESSEE 37BM 

Dear 

I am presently investigating (under the auspices of NRC) the performance 
requirements of seismic shock arrestors (snubbers) as used in reactor 
facilities across the country. Please forward this letter to the in
dividual (s) responsible for the seismic analysis of your piping and/or 
reactor components. I am particularly interested in the way snubber 
requirements are specified by the reactor vendors and A5E firms, with 
emphasis in the following areas: 

1. The method of seismic analysis used with emphasis on the modeling of 
the seismic restraint (snubber). 

2. If the snubber is assumed to be a spring., what is the required 
accuracy of the spring constant and how is this spring constant 
determined. 

3. Any deficiencies or limitations related to the seismic analysis, or 
snubber specifications you see as an expert in the field. 

Also, if you could, supply me with a typical example of your specification 
sheet(s) used when you order your snubbers. 

This investigation is designed primarily to define more clearly the per
formance requirements of snubbers and any comments you feel warranted will 
be greatly appreciated. 

Thank you for your cooperation. 

Sincerely, 

J. Howard Butler 
(615) 483-8611, ext. 5-7I8S 
FTS: 850-7185 

JHB/lad 



APPENDIX B 

TYPICAL SNUBBER LOAD VS DISPLACEMENT CURVE 
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Fig. B.l. Snubber load-deflection curve at 10 Hz. 


